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Sectarianism in Iraq is a carefully reasoned and fluently written analysis of the roots and 
manifestations of sectarian sentiment in Iraq. Despite the challenges inherent to the study of 
sectarian identity, Haddad maintains a sensitive and nuanced approach to his subject matter 
throughout the study – a rare and notable achievement. In its unique examination of low 
cultural production in the post-2003 era, and in its application of theoretical advances to the 
case of Iraq, Haddad’s book forms a valuable contribution to the academic literature on 
contemporary Iraq. 
The sub-title of the book, Antagonistic visions of unity, summarises its central argument 
very succinctly. Haddad argues that there is no face-off in Iraq between a nationalist ideology 
(good) and a sectarian ideology (bad), but rather that Iraq’s communal groups articulate their 
visions of Iraqi nationalism with reference to their own myth-symbol complexes. In 
circumstances of heightened inter-communal tension, the version of Iraqi nationalism 
propagated by one communal group can be perceived as alien or even threatening by another. 
Haddad gives one example of a Sadrist anthem that describes Iraq as the land of Najaf, 
Hussein, Sadr, and Karbala (p. 159). While the anthem could be seen as a patriotic 
celebration of Iraq, the symbols used are rooted in a Shi‘ite myth-symbol complex that 
Sunnis would find difficult to identify with. Such exclusivist visions of the Iraqi nation risk 
other communal groups feeling sidelined, isolated or even encircled, and motivate them to 
expound their own communally-inscribed versions of Iraqi nationalism. 
The core chapters in Haddad’s book examine the following subjects: 1) theoretical 
approaches to sectarianism; 2) discourses on Iraqi sectarianism; 3) the impact of sanctions on 
Iraq’s social fabric; 4) the impact of the 1991 uprisings on sectarian mythologies; 5) 
articulations of identity in post-2003 Iraq; 6) the rise of aggressive sectarianism and descent 
into civil war in 2006. 
Haddad makes his most valuable and original contributions to the field in his later 
chapters, which use ‘low culture’ in the form of poems, anthems, blogs, and youtube clips to 
analyse sectarian-nationalist discourse in post-2003 Iraq. The difficulty of fieldwork in Iraq 
means that there is very little academic literature on post-2003 Iraqi society: Haddad’s study 
is perhaps the first to systematically analyse populist discourses circulating in Iraq before and 
during the Iraqi civil war. Haddad’s deconstruction of the symbols and allusions embedded in 
these sources – enabled by his strong command of Iraqi Arabic and his detailed knowledge of 
Iraqi history and religious folklore – is extremely instructive and offers a fascinating insight 
into sectarian contestations over Iraqi nationalism. 
Although Haddad’s analysis is certainly balanced, the book does suffer from an over-
reliance on Shi‘ite sources. The chapters on the 1991 uprisings and on the sanctions era focus 
heavily on Shi‘ite perceptions of isolation and victimisation, but give little space to the 
development (or under-development) of Sunni identity during this period. Even in the post-
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2003 chapters, which focus on Sunni perceptions of exclusion from a Shi‘ite-dominated state, 
Shi‘ite anthems and poems are used at length as source material when a greater focus on 
Sunni discourses would have contributed additional depth to the study. 
Using the source material, Haddad produces a successful and detailed examination of 
competing myth-symbol complexes. This is only one of four potential drivers of sectarianism, 
however, that Haddad identifies in his theoretical chapter. As instructive as it is, Haddad’s 
focus on the myth-symbol complex leads to inadequate scrutiny of economic, state and 
foreign influences on sectarianism. Charting the impact of economic inequality, state 
ownership and foreign intervention on sectarianism – particularly in post-2003 Iraq – would 
have given this study greater explanatory power and would have enabled Haddad to discuss 
the relative importance of competing myth-symbol complexes in comparison with alternative 
drivers of sectarianism. Exploring these dimensions would, however, be extremely difficult 
without fieldwork in Iraq, and with all the security implications that such work would imply 
it is understandable that this work has not yet been done. As security in Iraq improves in the 
future, this is a gap in the literature on Iraqi sectarianism that researchers in the field should 
look to fill. 
As a whole, Sectarianism in Iraq presents a well-crafted argument that is consistently 
pursued and substantiated throughout the narrative. In his solid early chapters Haddad avoids 
many of the stereotypes and lazy generalisations common in work about the period, and in his 
later chapters Haddad’s close analysis of competing myth-symbol complexes uses original 
source material to generate powerful new insights. Sectarianism in Iraq is undoubtedly a 
valuable and very welcome addition to the literature on ethnic conflict, sectarianism, Shi‘ite-
Sunni relations, and on contemporary Iraq. 
